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The College steps up
defensive tactics, supplying
guns to campus females for
self-defens- e. See page 2
for details.
Katie Foulds writes in
praise of Bush's recent visit
to Wooster on his last sup-porti- ng
city" tour on page 3.
God goes thrifty! See page
4 to check out which com-
mandments he says stay,
and which go.
7
Moot Court bombs their
regional conference after
attempting to bribe judges
and threatening opponents
with guns. See page 5.
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Administration higher-up- s
have banded together to
form a new barbershop
quartet, the Galpin
Crooners. See page 6.
Murderball players are try-
ing their hands at water
polo. See how they per-
form on page 8.
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Thing
M recent student upset at the Underground, Wooster's campus
..
bar, leaves one hipster DJ in serious condition, and tens of students in distress
Liz Miller
Executive Managing Editor
The College Underground
Wooster's beloved pub has been
closed indefinitely following a mas-
sive brawl.
The bare-knuc- kle bashing took place
at the beginning of the popular Friday
night dance party held on March 10.
After weeks of confidential discussion
of the incident, campus officials are
releasing the information, saying they
wanted to make sure they "had the
facts right," according to an off-the-rec-ord
conversation with Dean of
Students Kurt Holmes.
Hospitality
Sara Taggart
News Editor
The College of Wooster has sprung
into the future with a recent switch to
automated food service. Students and
faculty will see drastic changes this
coming fall as Hospitality has decided
to replace all food service staff, includ-
ing those used for catering, with high-
tech robots.'
Director of Hospitality Services
Chuck Wagers said the decision
stemmed from recent criticisms of
employee wages and benefits, concerns
that could not be resolved due to cur-
rent budgeting limitations. "We were
simply overstretched," said Wagers.
"We could not afford to hire enough
employees to satisfy student numbers
and expectations, and we were Under
frequent scrutiny for our current treat-
ment of employees." ,
Statistics from the Robot Service
Research Corporation (RSRC) show
that with the new robots, food will be
made 35 percent faster and students
will be 40 percent more likely to harass
employees. With the robots, however,
there is no cause for legal concern.
'The robots will always be nice," said
Wagers. "They'll provide students with
quality food, ever-prese- nt positive cus-
tomer service, and they can work long
hours without breaks or vacations.
They essentially solve all administrative
problems with hiring your average Joe."
The RSRC also reported that one
Housing offers "flexible" room
,,.,.,-.-- !. in ,I....I.W1...M,..IW...,...,,.,. .,,m.,J ,- .-
Sara Taggart
News Editor
Current sophomores are rejoicing
after Residence Life and the Office of
the Dean of the Students announced
Friday via campus e-m- ail that they
have come up with an alternative
housing program that would allow
qualifying students to cut their annu-
al comprehensive fees by almost
$6,000.
The new housing program, titled
"Flexible Housing," offers senior
Wooster students the 'option to live in
newly renovated cardboard living
spaces. These spaces, ranging from,
the 24 square-fo-ot "suicide singles"
students resent to deluxe 36 square-fo-ot
boxes, give seniors their own sin-
gle living space for only one percent
of the usual housing cost.
According to Residence Life, the
Flexible Housing will be located on a
new quad space at the north end of
campus and all Flexible student resi-
dents are required to live within those
bounds, w hich is already set up for stu-
dents to have wireless Internet access.
"We plan to make the new Flexible
housing available to rising seniors
during the 2006-0- 7 academic year,"
said Danielle Schantz, interim direc-
tor of Residence Life.
As juniors, the 2008 class members
will qualify for the housing alterna-
tive based on random draw numbers,
and room selection will take place in
late March.
"We'd like to offer this as a senior
single. It is a quiet space where stu-
dents can be at one with nature while
fully committing themselves to their
studies," said Schantz.
Some parents, faculty and students
sgetUggl
The ruckus was ignited the same
night as new Underground disc jockey
Matthew Campbell '08 began his set.
Instead of Sean Paul, Campbell's set
started off with the melancholy band
The Editors. The Birmingham, UK,
band left College of Wooster students
unimpressed.
"I felt like I was listening to
like...Donnie Dark) music," said Brad
Marshall '06, "It was awful."
Shortly after Campbell began playing
a Xiu Xiu cover of a Tracy Chapman
song, things started to go horribly
wrong. Holmes said the College's full
investigation concluded that the scuffle
erupted at exactly 10:07 p.m., not long
after the dance party began. "We're
replaces human staff
Director of Hospitality Chuck
members (right)..The robots
(photo by Andy Maloney).
robot can do the job of one employee,
and can calculate over 1,000 student
food orders per ten minutes. "So really,"
Wagers said, "there's no loss of staff
presence on campus. More work can get
done... with less voices."
The .robots do have voices, though.
Programmed to speak Vicki, Victoria,
Princess, Albert and Bruce, the voices
k rt i
s i.
.
'
t
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Residence Life recently allowed the Vice a view of their cur-
rent mock-u- p for the Flexible plan. The new units will be in
one piece, Schantz confirmed (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
have voiced concerns as to the securi-
ty of the new housing plan. Due to
the flexible nature of the boxes key
and COW card entries w ill be replaced
with secure electric fencing around
each room.
"This grants students the security
of normal housing, while also guaran-
teeing them a dedicated amount of
yard space for their room," said
Director of Security Lynn Cornelius.
"The money to put the fencing in place
is minimal compared to building a
whole new dorm of singles for these
students. Student housing costs will
essentially be reduced to that of a
small monthly electric bill.
v
y at the - U
cry
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very confident of this," said Holmes.
Though the investigation was still
pending and Holmes declined to com-
ment further, the Vice was able to
assemble a timeline of the unrest in the
Underground.
After "Munich," The Editors' track,
began blasting, the crowd attempted to
wait out the doldrums around the bar.
The Underground student manager,
Molly Wallace '07 said that record
amounts of malt beverages were sold
during that time.
Though administration declined to
comment on the role of alcohol in the
fight, several anonymous sources were
able to speak confidently that it was,
indeed, a factor.
Wagers (left) shakes hands with
are set to start work in the fall
offer a wide range of diversified compute-
r-generated vocal chording.
The switch does not ring pleasant to
all ears, however. RSRC reported that
though student food satisfaction was a
stable 80 percent, this satisfaction per-
centage did not carry over to the cus-
tomer service aspect of the robots sur
veys. RSRC student polls showed that
This bill is expected to be only
about .$ I.ooo per semester. When
compared to this academic year's room
and Ix.ard expense of $7,060, a num-
ber that could rise every year, the
$'..,000 for the new plan saves students
a hefty amount of money.
"I think it's a great idea," said
Monica Kiggins '06. "I just w ish they'd
thought of it before I was ready to
graduate, i The money I was saving
would have covered almost all of the
books I bought during my time here."
Sam Tato '08 said he is more than
happy to try for the Flexible alterna-
tive. "It'll be a guaranteed quiet su'
for me to work on IS w i..n I n ;i ..,( -
"None of this would have hapened
if we hadn't had that last Smirnoff
Ice," said a male member of the class
of 008.
"It was so unnerving; I yas so
shocked that I spilled my Mike's all
over my new Uggs," said a first-ye- ar
female.
Many other students reported such
occurrences, causing a crowd oi' about
40 students to ascend to the DJ booth,
pulling out Campbell and "beating
him senseless,7 according to Wallace.
Campus Security was notified imme-
diately, with supervisor Jackie Randall
defusing the situation. "What we did
was just stun them all a bit and then
See VG,"page2
with robots
one of the new Hospitality crew
of the 2006-0- 7 academic year
students are H) percent more likely to
miss, or show signs of missing real
contact with real fix.d service staff,
members, and just as likely to feel neg-
lected while in the dining halls. This
alleged amount of dissatisfaction is
not, however, large enough to stop the
planned switch.
Seeo "Robots,"nuuois, page z2
alternative
:..ior, iI won't..,... i.have ....so to pray for a carrel,
and I can totally cut out a skylight!"
Though lofting will not Ik- - allowed
in the new housing, students can
obtain permission to. cut skylight
holes in their rooms, though
Residence Life requires students wish-
ing to do so to write a letter of intent
to the ResLife office detailing their
reasons for cutting the skylight, as
well as how they will build a suitable
closure from rain ami snow. Per exist-
ing campus guidelines, the housing
quad will lie non-smoki- ng.
The housing model, though new to
the College, is far from the latest
innovation in living. "Homeless Joe,"
a Wooster citizen living in the down-
town area, raved about his own flexi-
ble housing. Joe said, "I just got a
Frigidaire model 6(H) l.X, and I love
it! Those students are going to be
some lucky kids!"
"We are happy to be able to offer
new, inexpensive housing options for
our students," said Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes. We know that students
have been less than satisfied with the
rising comprehensive fees. This is a
new. way out of that financial burden."
With all of the money she'll save,
Maya Laundry '08 said, Tin going to
Disney World!" '
7b our Readers;
The Vice is published annually
to celebrate April Fools day. All
events, quotes and other
accounts are completely fictional
and fabricated.
The Voice editorial board is
re.sK)iisible for all content.
Comments regarding this issue
. V Mr! to voia'frtAvooster.ctlu,
ViceSaturday, section Editor:2 April 1 Sara Taggartin ews
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Students respond to
grotesque sculpture
One hour after Mel Kendrick's
"Double Core" was dedicated as the
new "Biggest Eyesore on Campus"
(replacing McGaw Chapel), The
Wooster Vice received an anonymous
tip disputing the authenticity of the
sculpture.
According to the informant, The
College of Wooster, in another
attempt to save some money, ordered
the artwork from Sky Mall, the popu-
lar airline retail store.
Vice President for Finance and
Business Bob' Walton was flying on a
routine administrative trip to Fiji
when he spotted "Double Core" (actu-
ally a decorative candy dish) in
between "Crazy Catnip" and a replica
of rapper Flava Flav's trademark
timepiece. "Just one look, and I knew;
it belonged in my office," he said.
Service Center crews had difficulty
installing it in Galpin Hall due to the
lack of elevators and ramps, so on
Tuesday afternoon, they installed it in
front of Scovel Hall.
College officials declined to com-
ment on the purchase, insisting on the
originality of Kendrick's work and
promising the sculpture is here to stay.
Schantz resigns after
card swipe scandal
Chaos broke out on campus last
Wednesday night when hundreds of
card swipe locks suddenly fell off, leav-
ing dorm room doors permanently
locked. Students in Holden,
Bomheutter and several on-cam- pus
houses found themselves unable to
study, shower or, inhe words of one
disgruntled studemt, "to get their
damn beer."
Following student protest and an
official investigation, Interim Director
of Residence Life Danielle Schantz
admitted to using a discounted sticky
glue to adhere the swipes in the dorms
and houses. "Wal-Ma- rt was having a
clearance sale, and I just couldn't
resist," she said.
The investigation further revealed
that the money saved was used to
finance a huge party for the adminis-
tration. According to one ashen-face- d
security officer who wished to remain
anonymous, the bash was "the event of
the fall semester."
The College is currently looking for
a new Director of ResLife as Schantz
resigned following her confession. In
addition to pledging to find a respon-
sible replacement, the administration
also promised to post the w ild pictures
from their party on the Facebook.
NATION
US News rank error
skyrockets University
of Wooster to no. 1
US News and World Report recently
made an embarrassing error, elevating
Wooster's ranking to number one in
the nation in its America's Best
Colleges guide.
The ranking system accidentally
reverted to rankings from' 1913 when
Wooster was still a university, making
it possible for Wooster to ascend from a
modest ranking of 68 in the Liberal
Arts Colleges category to the top posi-
tion in the National Universities set.
While the magazine's editors have
refused to address the matter, they
could face legal action. Sources from
the staff of the Harvard Crimson and
the Daily Princetonian have suggested
that a class-acti- on lawsuit may be filed
on behalf of all Ivy League students.
University of Wooster administra-
tors, including President Stan Hales,
have embraced the mix-u- p. "I think this
is great, even though we're going to
probably have to cut some insignificant
liberal-arts- y disciplines to maintain a
prestigious university status" he said.
This is the latest in a series of errors
that have been plaguing prosix-ctiv- e
college students, closely following the
great SAT scandal of 2(XH when mois-
ture caused errors in the way pencil
marks were read on answer sheets.
Compiled by Lizzy Druga
We at the Vice do not strive for per-
fection, we achieve it. Readers may
address compliments to voicewoost-er.ed- u.
Please keep all negative com-
mentary to yourself, as we do not (
Kauke arch
Laura McHugh
Chief Staff Writer ,
The renovation of Kauke Hall is both
an eyesore and a worrisome situation
for many seniors graduating this year.
The seniors' passage through the Kauke
arch is one of Wooster's many time-honor- ed
traditions. With commence-
ment a little more than a month away
many seniors were shocked when
Bogner Construction Foreman William
"Dickey" . Roberts admitted Tuesday
that the renovation might not be com-
plete in time for commencement
because construction workers have
"really just been partying."
"We figured a few beers on breaks
were innocent enough," said Roberts. "I
think some guys just took it to the next
level." He continued, 'The Beirut tour-
nament was a little excessive, but that
stopped over a week ago." Roberts then
said that the cessation of the tourna-
ment bracket was not due to adminis-
trative interference but, rather, because
too many workers lost betting money
when the UNC men's basketball team
lost in March Madness.
"It's really stupid in rny opinion,"
said Howard Kilbreath, a member of
the construction crew. "I mean, if it
was quality beer, yeah I'm down with
that, but they're drinking the cheap
stuff like Coors and I just don't respect
that." Kilbreath is correct: a survey of
all the empty beer cans on the con-
struction site found that 85 percent
were Coors Light.
Fellow worker Elliot Tobin is out-
raged at what he calls "the freak-o- ut of
students and their parents." "It's just
Guns and rifles replace rape whistles
Chris Beck .
Guest Editor-in-Chi- ef
In an effort to improve safety on
campus, the. College has replaced the
whistles issued to female students by
the Womb's Resource Center with
guns. The new program went into
effect on Monday and the weapons
were'distributed to female students in
Lowry throughout the past week.
Students could choose the color of
their gun and make a selection
between several different models.
There have been several hundred
weapons distributed so far, the most
popular models being the Clock 22, '
the UZI 9mm and the Dawoo DR
200. The program was established in
the hope that cases of harassment and
assault would decrease when the
potential victims are able to use dead-
ly force.
. "With the recent incidents of
assault of Wooster students, it is espe-
cially important to take steps to
improve safety," said Dean of Students
Kurt Holmes. Student participated in a
brief training session to learn to use
and maintain their weapons, which
they can carry with them anywhere on
campus.
"I feel a lot safer walking around
campus and going to parties knowing
that I could take out an entire crowd of
people if need be," said Laura Moore
'06. The program has already brought
about drastic results. This week alone
there were reportedly 34 potential
rapists wounded or killed.
"We have really seen a difference,"
said one security officer. "It is a lot eas--
College hires minorities aplenty
Chris Beck
Guest Editor-in-Chi- ef
In response to growing criticism
regarding the lack of minority faculty
memliers, Wooster has initiated a siz-
able hiring campaign to add more
diversity to the faculty body at the
College. According to the Dean of
Faculty Shila Garg, the College has
oH-ne- d between 2(X) and 300 new facul-
ty positions which are all reserved for
qualified minority candidates.
"We really do value the diversity at
Wcxjster as both a matter of profession-
al fairness and a necessary element of
the educational experience," said Ciarg.
This semester, there have already
been alxmt l.r0 new faculty inenilx-r- s
hired and it is expected that the hiring
program will more than double the siz.e
of the faculty by Scptcml)er 2(XK.
The administration has released a
limited amount of information about
the new faculty members. However, at
print time it was known that the new
rnfessoi not all hold terminal
beer scandal exposed
"
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An inside look at Kauke shows the signs of massive partying,
ranging from beer cans to graffiti (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
an arch. This isn't an emergency situa-
tion," said Tobin, known to his fellow
workers as "Stubbs." "I wouldn't have
dropped out of culinary school and
taken this job if I knew I was going to
get hassled."
Construction worker Waylon
Sampson said he's sick of the "xjora-tiv-e
attitude" people take towards mem-
bers of his trade. "You know, a lot of
people think construction workers are
loafers," said Sampson, "that we're just
wasting time so we can get as many
union benefits as possible, and that's
just not true. I mean, we can usually
pull our shit together pretty quickly
once we're all sobered up."
Bogner administrators were unavail-
able for official comment on employee
drinking, the Beirut tournament or the
completion date of the Kauke renova
mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm
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Kristen Welk '06 shows her game face while at the College's
weapons training session (Photo courtesy of Kristen Welk).
ier for us to do our job when students
can take the law into their own hands."
The program has had additional suc-
cess in social situations, where alcohol
can often lead to misconduct. One inci-de- nt
in the campus Underground was
quickly diffused when a male student
made inappropriate advances and was
a fatally shot in the back.
Those who survive incidents go
through the normal Judicial Board
process and the police are contacted if
the attacker is not a student.
The new program has drawn criti-
cism from some students and mem-
bers of the community who say that
there are better ways to protect stu-
dents and that the significant number
degrees in their field. In addition, they
range in age from 14 to 8.r, are all filling
non-tenu- re track positions and at-thi- s
time, there are no plans to financially
compensate them for their work.
"We will provide room and lxard,
and the necessary materials tor them to
complete their work," said Ciarg. All of
the new faculty will keep their offices in
a section of the Service Center garages
that has Ix-e- n blwked off sx-cilicall- y for
that purH)se.
"The kxation is ideal for the offices, it
is well lit and its relative closeness to
the security office assures that profes-
sors will not run into any trouble,"
agreed Vice President of Academic
Affairs Iain Crawford. Although the
office space has Ix-e- n lexked since the
first of the new professors were hired in
early March, the Vice was told by a reli-
able source that they are hard at work
and have accomplished a lot during
their 2tf-ho- ur work days.
'This new workforce is a necessary
part of the Wooster community," said
Garg. None of the new faculty nicni- -
tion. The College of Wooster will not
be changing the date of commence-
ment. A member of the administration,
who wishes to remain anonymous, said
in an interview, "Like with everything
else, the seniors and parents are just
going to have to fucking deal with it!"
"I'm realhy quite upset about it all,"
said Margaret Blackwood, a mother of
a graduating senior. Blackwood is con-
cerned about how the students will look
as they walk out of the arch amid con-
struction workers and rubble.
"I've been thinking about camera
angles and lighting since my son was
first accepted," said Blackwood, who
intends to use photos from the event in
scrapbcxiks, Christmas cards and wed-
ding invitations. "If you're going to pay
this much money on tuition you should
at least get a decent picture out of it."
of casualties is unwarranted.
"This has turned into a witch hunt,"
said David Brumbaugh '06. "Except
this time the witches are men. This is
just not supposed. to happen." The
administration has assured the campus
community that the program is both
necessary and practical.
"It is true that a few deaths might
have been the result of tragic misun-
derstandings, but if one out of every''
10 incidents prevents an assault, then
the policy is wortli it," said Holmes.
The program is expected to expand
to include he installation of station-
ary guns on the east side of Beall
Avenue and land mines in front of
Compton Hall.
Ix-r- s could be reached forcommentjbut
their job description states that they
will serve as graders for homework and
paxrs from various classes. They are
also resxinsible for the maintenance of
the service center vehicles and the
upkeep of sxrts and band uniforms, as
well as other custodial duties. It is
expected that the new diversity of the
faculty body will not only help lighten
the work load of other professors and
staff, but also help Wooster's national
reputation.
"It would be absurd to think that the
U.S. News rankings were not in the
back of our mind when we decided to
ox'n the new positions" said Crawford.
"A lower student-to-facul- ty ratio and
higher number of minority fac ulty will
certainly make us more competitive
with other institutions."
The hiring program is seen as being
such a success that it might be expand-
ed to bring in more minority students
as well, and another part of the Service
Center is currently being prepared to
serve as housing and work space.
Angry UG
guests beat
hipster DJ
UG
continued from p. 1
we sent them to separate corners of
the room. We pulled out the guy in the
booth and walked him to the Wellness
Center, where he received an alcohol
ticket for inciting the fight."
Randall said the students signed
wavers immediately, barring all partic-
ipants from talking to the campus
press without first talking to their res-
ident assistants, who in turn talked to
their resident .directors, who in turn
directed inquiries to their area coordi-
nators, .who, after successive meetings
with the interim director of the Office
of Residence Life, determined that the
Office of the Dean of Students was the
best avenue through which media out-
lets could speak to the perpetrators.
Again, Holmes and his office
declined to comment, but an inside
source said that the College is begin-
ning to prepare a defense against a
lawsuit from devotees of Pitchfork, a
music media Web site appealing to hip-
ster twenty-somethin- gs.
Campbell, whose jaw was still wired
shut at press time, has begun to perfect
the art of rapping "through the wire"
and is said to be preparing to release an
album in the fall of 2006.
Kanye West declined to comment on
any copyright infringement that may
occur as a result of this venture.
Wagers
comments
on new
working
quality
Robots
continued from p. 1
"We've been expecting the change for
quite some time, really," said President
Hales. "The college world is very com-
petitive, and if Wooster wants to stay at
the top of the list, we must continue to
work toward the future success of our
students. The Hospitality change is
just one way to do that."
Wooster is notorious for caring for its
students, wanting to make sure they
remember their college experience pos-
itively. This is also true for the College
fcxid. Wooster students can attest to the
popularity of our menus and availabili
ty among other college students.
Administrators say that behind this
change lays the "Wooster bubble" the-
ory, which essentially shows Wooster
as a private Community in which a stu-
dent lives and learns. However, some
students feel that the new change takes
something away from the Wooster
front of caring and cooperation.
"I'm outraged," said Skylar Ridge
.'09. "I can't believe they switched to
having robots serving our food. All of
those working people, with lives and
families and funny jokes gone! I
mean, all of the global effort made
toward equal rights and unionization
for the protection of working individ-
uals has gone out the window. I am
surprised the union isn't suing."
"I can see some downsides to it '
hard-worki- ng people out of a job, the
loss of a personal touch to the
College and all but really, I think
it's pretty cool," said Brian "Chuck,
Jr." Bets '00. "I mean, robots are the
future, right?"
"The automated service industry is
really taking off," said Wagers.
"Wooster is trying to jump on the
proverbial bandwagon before other
competing schools leave us in the
dark age of living wage employees.
Once technology costs are covered
over the next five or six years, we will
really begin seeing the savings that
th'm eu'iti'K 1,'jc iM.t!.l...l "
The Vict could not gain any signifi-
cant comment from RSRC Midwest
Chapter President Bob Walton, but
one sample "Vicki" rolmt offered an
encouraging, "Have. A. Nice. Day."
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OURVIEW
Respect students who
have sex in the library
The library is a second home to
many college students. The novice
first-ye- ar uses the library as a social
liaison, while the stressed senior fran-
tically writes I.S. until 1 a.m. Busy
students crowd the library as they
rush to finish mounds of work, and it
is unfair to interrupt these concen-
trating hardworkers.
All students deserve equal respect '
and privacy in the library; however,
lately this has not been occurring.
Students trying to have sex in the
library are repeatedly interrupted and
humiliated.
It is the opinion of this staff that
students having sex in the library
must not be disturbed. When you
hear moaning and curious noises
coming from around the bookshelves,
simply walk away. It is unfriendly
behavior to disturb students trying to
satiate their sexual desires, i ,.'
Dorm life tramples on students'
privacy, causing many hard up
dents to go to the library as a sexual
sanctuary. It is insensitive to inter-
rupt these couples because you need a
book or can't find an alternate route
to the bathroom. Imagine the com-
promising and humiliating position
you put these students in when you
barge in on such a private and inti-
mate act. '
In order to give these students the
privacy they deserve, the school
should take steps to facilitate safe and
uninterrupted sex in the library.
Condoms should be available on each
floor of the library as well as socks
to hang on the end of the book-
shelves to signal occupied aisles.
Mood lighting and music are also a
must for the sake of atmosphere.
These precautions, paired with the
respect of other library patrons, can
really increase the amount of comfort
for sexually active students in the
library. We must not crush students'
control of their sex lives by inter-
rupting them in the library; in doing
do we infringe upon their right to pri-
vacy. The library must provide an
atmosphere of stimulation and learn-
ing. What better way to learn than
through experience?
Fight injustice with bad
music and granny porn
In case you haven't heard, the gov-
ernment can now monitor what you
search for on the Internet and also
tap your phone without a warrant. I
know that this program is supposed
to fight terror0back of a head ism, but at whatcost is it doingso? By shed-ding our civil-liberti- esare weletting the ter-rorists win bybecoming the
society we are
fighting to
I say that this is wrong.
about 500 pornographic pictures of
old, naked women. Then I jump on
the phone and call some random
numbers in Afghanistan and Iraq ask-
ing for Osama and Sadam.
Then I starting calling my credit
card company and put Ashley
Simpson's CD on repeat while I stay
on hold for an hour and a half. I sit
back with a beer and imagine the
poor bastard who has to sit there to
make sure that I don't suddenly pur-
chase a grenade launcher and a ticket
to Washington DC, or that Osama
,.Bin Laden doesn't pick up and sud-
denly say "You've got Bin Laden,
What' s up?
"I log on to the Internet every day and look for
bomb-maki- ng materials and sales for weapons
grade plutonium just to get their attention.
Then I look at granny porn for three hours."
Our government should respect
our privacy as citizens. I also think
that as responsible Americans, we all
have the duty to do something about
it. That is why I am doing what I can
to make the job of those federal
agents who have to look through
every single web page I look at, and
listen to every single phone call that I
make, as difficult as possible.
Over the past two months, I log on
to the Internet every day and look for
bomb making materials and sales for
weapons grade plutonium just to get
their attention. Then I look at granny
porn for three hours.
In any given day, I will look at
What the federal government has
to realize is that every action has con-
sequences. Although our votes might
not count and most government
action is kept secret, the American
people have the most powerful '
weapons of all: our v oices, our
thoughts, pornography and bad
music.
If the American people are signifi-
cantly provoked, we will not hesitate
to use what we have, especially the
pornography. So to quote the recent
release "V for Vendetta," "People
should not be afraid of their govern-
ments; governments should be afraid
of their people."
The Vice welcomes letters to the editors
Litters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to the
Vice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In addi-
tion, the f'ice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via e-m- ail to voiceviewpointswoostcr.edu
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to C-.S1- 87, The Wimter Vice, College
of Wooster, Wooster, OH 44fisM.
Editorial cartoon by Julia V. Hendrickson. Send comments to voicecartoonswooster.edu.
President Bush Visits Wooster
Bush successfully promotes his policies
In an effort to increase his stagger-
ing approval rating, President Bush
visited Wooster, one, of the last cities
in the nation that still supports him.
The city of Wooster proudly wel-
comed President Bush in this last
fish
katiefoulds
ditch effort to
amplify his
approval rating
before depart-
ing the high
office in 2008.
During his
visit, Bush
focused on pro- -
.. J moting his edu-
cation policy
because Wooster, among many other
small cities, still supports the
President's strong and innovative
policies regarding
educational reform.
President Bush
began his visit in a
classroom of first-grade- rs
who have
been sharing glue
sticks, dried-o- ut
markers and even desks since the
Bush administration enacted the
highly successful No Child Left
Behind act.
He proceeded to read the children
a story book, however, had to stop
mid-w- ay when he realized that pages
were torn out to be used as notebook
paper for a spelling test the previous
week. Instead of choosing a different
picture book, Bush simply held up.
pictures of botched abortions making
up a story to correspond with the
gruesome but educational pictures.
When asked about this tactic in read-
ing to the children, Bush stated that
gentle reminders such as those keep
children honest and moral.
For a group participation exercise,
Bush had the children fill out army
recruit forms. Bush stated that fas-
tening patriotism in children is key to
the success of the nation.
Bush wants to leave a strong lega- - .
cy of military involvement and action
among Americans and getting these
youngsters involved now is a fine way
to encourage and foster patriotism.
While Bush discouraged the use of
science books that focus on human
evolution, he introduced new books
"For a group participation exercise, Bush had
the children fill out army recruit forms. Bush
stated that fastening patriotism in children is
key to the success of the nation."
focusing on the discipline of chemical
science.
He believes these books encourage
children's minds in the fields of
nuclear advancement, which will
truly expand their horizons within
the following decades.
After paging through the science
books, Bush proceeded to the history
books where he tore out pages on
Iraq and Afghanistan in the 1980s
and any information on him written
before the year 2000. .
When Bush followed the first
graders to gym class, he insisted they
learn to shoot rifles the "correct" way
so that no more accidents occur with
guns. He also gave an intriguing lec-
ture on how to effectively and effi-
ciently clear brush.
In art class Bush had each child
draw miniature pictures of remaining
Sadam Hussein supporters and com-
piled each picture into a deck of
cards that were sent home with the
children that day."
Before departing the school Bush
sneaked into the teachers' lounge
where he spiked the coffee, and
removed all copies of the New York
Times.
"This successful
trip proved to .
Wooster and to
the rest of the
country that
Bush s educational
tactics are really
effective in pro-
moting positive change among chil-
dren. Wooster was the first city on
Bush's list of the 70 cities in the US
that still support him. The President
will continue his tour in Texas where
he will visit the remaining 69 cities
on his list.
Katie Foulds has become a democrat.
She can be reached for comment at
kfoulds08 wooster. edu.
The life of a Columbian drug lord
Wooster studentfinds path to success
I remember that before I ran off to
a small liberal arts school my parents
warned me that I will never make any
money. They said that a general
degree in some broad area of study is
completely
back of a head
worthless in the
real world.
I told them
that they were
wrong and that
their generation
was nothing
but a pack of
running dogs of
'
capitalism and
that they had no ability to think out-
side of the box. I was going to be the
hang at bars talking to the same jerks
that I went to high school with.
Instead, I'm going to work hard, take
risks, make sacrifices and end up mak-
ing something of myself and show
that a political science major can do
something with their lives, I'm going
to graduate and buy a one-w- ay ticket
to Columbia. I'm going to be a
Columbian drug lord.
It's true that you have to work your
way up in the wide world of cocaine,
but compared to other professions it's
not that bad. In order to be a lawyer
you have to get into one of the top
law schools, then actually get into a
firm and then you have to make part-
ner in seven years or you're out on
best political ;
scientist in "When I was filling out my application for the
the world and q and watchmg 'Scarface 1 it hit me. I'm notbe a lawyer 1
and a doctor going to go live with my parents and hang at
"ian'of
htl"
Dars
-
Instead, I'm going to be a Columbian
course it drug lord."
turns out that
my parents
were pretty much correct. I guess
majoring in political science at a
small school in Ohio isn't the ticket
to the great jobs. There actually
aren't any openings for political sci-
entists anywhere and there also aren't '
really any open positions for someone
who is really good at working on I.S.
I was completely prepared to live in a
one-bedro-om apartment and eat rice
and beans.
But yesterday when I was filling
out my application for the Gap and
watching "Scarface", it hit me. I'm not
going to go live with my parents and
your ear working in insurance.
Getting in politics is just as diffi-
cult. Even if you are a complete nut-jo- b
and a white male, you pretty
much still have to be rich.
Aeadcmia is even worse. If you
want to be a professor you have to go
broke in grad school then scratch out
a living until you make tenure when
you're 40. On the other hand, if you
want to be a drug lord you just have
to work hard a few hours a day and
kill a lot of people.
A drug lord can buy all the police
and politicians they need. They don't
have to worry about a mortgage
because you can just kill someone and
take their house. If a drug lord wants
a new Benz they can just take one
from the street, no one is going to
stop them.
Getting sick is no problem because '
a drug lord can just keep a physician
and a mob doctor in the basement, so
there is no need for medical insur-
ance. Other than that, a drug lord
just lias to be highly motivated, has
to manage stress well and be willing
to travel. It also helps to be able to
work well with people. But if there
are some people that a drug lord
doesn't really mesh with, they can
just slit their throats. Office dynamics
are never a problem.
Who knows, if I work
late and do really well
I'll probably be able to
pull in about 80 billion
dollars a year. I'll be a
millionaire by the time
I'm 25 and I won't have
to lie as much as a
"""" " politician, cheat as much
as a lawyer or kill as many people as
a doctor.
Even if I do all those things, 1 11
have the best lawyer, I'll own all the
judges and no one will be able to
touch me. What a deal. So watch out
Wooster, I'll be rolling up to alumni
weekend in an airplane, wearing a
white suit and gold chains and I'll
just smile when I hear all my old
classmates saying "I thought he was a
poli sci major?"
The back of chris beck's head can be
reached for comment at
check wooste r. edu
4GOD
the bottom line.
Hell has two Wal-Mar- ts and not
just the small ones, I mean the mega,
take-over-your-to-
wn Wal-Mar- ts. Go
right down the street and you'll see
that hell also has the corporate offices
for Standard Oil, Microsoft,
McDonald's, Nike, the Gap and
Starbucks. What's worse is that hell
also has a huge army. I don't know
what part of "Thou shall not kill" is
unclear.
Maybe you think that using guns
and bombs don't count because
they're actually doing the killing, but
that is not the way it works. Basically
there are going to have to be a few
changes to make admission into heav-
en a little less like Harvard and a lit-
tle more like Ohio State.
"Basically there are going to have to be a few
changes to make admission into heaven a little
less like Harvard and a little more like Ohio
State."
goodness.
We can't win any legal battles
because there are no good lawyers up
here. Heaven doesn't have any sway
in politics because we don't have any
good lobbyists. '
Even if we did get lucky and start
to get things done, there isn't one
qualified CEO or anyone with busi-
ness experience to manage our prod-
uct of goodness. I have Martin
Luther King Jr. running our human
resources department and Gandhi is
our Chief Financial Officer. Both peo-
ple are nice to sit down and have a
beer with but we're getting killed in
First, the seven deadly sins are out.
Don't worry about them, most people
don't know them anyway so that
shouldn't be a problem! We are also
going to go ahead and trim down the
10 commandments a little.
Everything that has to do with mar-
riage is free game.
After Nick and Jessica, even I can't
call marriage a sacrament and keep a
straight face. So we'll just count adul-
tery as a no-n-o instead of a one-wa-y
ticket to eternal damnation. Since we
need the business minded, stealing is
going to be in that category too. We
are also going to put "bearing false
SGA warns
potential critics
To the editors:
As a member of the SGA cabinet, we were dis-
appointed to read Nick Weiss' recent editorial stat-
ing that SGA does not do enough as an organiza-
tion. 1
Before we address his points in detail, we would
first like to express our condolences to Nick's fami-
ly for his untimely death due to a freak accident.
Falling backwards onto a knife is a terrible thing
to happen to anyone, especially someone so young.
It will be SGA's priority in the future to make
sure that there are as few knives sticking up out of
the ground as possible. Nick stated that SGA
should pay more attention to issues that concern
students.
Although we have not taken any steps to address
rising tuition, lack of diversity on campus, or any
other issue which students seem are concerned
about, there really isn't a need for SGA to take
action on any of these issues.
The administration and trustees take care of all
of those things and who are we as students to take
a stand on campus policies? Besides, SGA only
meets once a week and there really isn't room on
any typical resume to list individual accomplish-
ments so even if we did start doing stuff, we
couldn't really take credit for it.
Where is the fairness in that? I fear that there is
a larger issue behind the late author's opinions.
Students in general do not seem to understand
exactly what they should say publicly and what
they should keep to themselves. Nick isn't on SGA
and therefore has no write to criticize us.
Even if he does not agree with what we do or do
not do, it does not mean that he has to go and tell
everyone else about it by writing an editorial.
If you want to criticize SGA in private, when no
one else is around that's fine but criticizing us pub-
licly is another thing.
In general, Nick was just part of the anti-SG- A
conspiracy on campus that is growing rapidly.
Perhaps everyone should take less time to criticize
SGA and more time making sure that they don't
have any bad accidents that could result in their
untimely demise.
SGA
Stoppolluting
Wooster campus
To the editors:
I am writing regarding the littering problem on
this campus. Everyday I see empty soda cans
paper, gum and cigarette butts scattered all around
campus. Wooster has a beautiful campus but the
prevalence of trash is taking away from its natural
beauty. I do realize that perhaps this is just a result
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Heaven will lower standards
Labor shortage callsfor some changes in doctrine
Heaven is having a lot of problems
in the constant battle between good
and evil; Everyone has probably
noticed that,
with the excep-
tion of the
Steelers win-
ning the Super
Bowl, there has
been a lot less
divine interven-
tion the past
few years.
The influence of Satan is every-
where; starvation, famine, civil war,
and that movie "stay alive" are all
results the labor shortage in heaven.
We honestly do not have enough peo-
ple to continue to run heaven as an
efficient organization and a factory of
Xce3 111
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Illustration by Andy Maloney.
witness" in the okay category, just
don't lie too much. In fact, just ignore
all the 10 commandments. Instead we
are going to have three suggestions
of conduct.
First, killing is still bad, don't do it.
Second, since most of the world's
policies can be traced back to the
same stupid people, I'm going to
strongly discourage stupidity. Finally,
try to avoid anything that you would
not want Santa Clause to see. 0
He is actually the only thing hold-
ing together any sort of religious
presence and morality in society, so
of the amount of traffic that travels around cam-
pus each day. -
Regardless we should all do our part to make
sure that we keep our campus as clean as possible.
The largest problem resulting from pollution, and I
mean largest literally, is the byproducts of the
Kauke construction that have found their way fur-
ther south on'the academic quad. . ..... ,
It is very true that Bogner is doing a fine job
renovating our main academic building and for the
most part they have allowed campus life to go on
pretty much interrupted.
However that does not give the company an
excuse to dump their industrial waste outside of
the construction zone, specifically right in front of
Scovel Hall.
I walked to class earlier this week and, like many
students, was unpleasantly surprised to see what
looks like remains of the Kauke hall basement
pilled on the little green space that is left
untouched by the construction.
This mound of trash is certainly an eye-so-ar,
especially considering that it sits in one of the
most scenic places on campus. What is just as prob-
lematic is that fact that the mound appears to be
rather unstable and could easily fall on a passerby
at any time.
The administration should see the Bogner
removes this unsightly safety hazard as quickly as
possible. There should also be strict guidelines
established for construction on campus to ensure
that all trash is kept within the confines of the con-
struction zone. Lets do a better job of keeping our
campus beautiful.
Elisabeth A. Hrvatin
Keep Indians
out of country
To the editors:
Anyone w ho has had their eye on the news has
probably realized that our country has a huge prob-
lem with immigration. What most people do not
realize is that our southern border with Mexico is
not the only source of trouble. It is true that
Mexicans do steal American jobs and smell up our
cities, but everyone should not only have their eye
on Mexico.
What people are forgetting is that there is anoth-
er group of foreigners attempting to sneak into the
United States illegally and this time from the
north. I am of course talking about the Indians,
specifically the Iroquois, who ran out of the coun-
try like little girls in the late 1700s because they
couldn't stand up to the strength of the American
army.
. These invaders have no right to take advantage
of American hospitality by sneaking into our coun-
try and taking American jobs, eating American food
and breathing American air. This country was not
built by Mexicans and it certainly wasn't built by
Indians. It was our forefathers who built this coun-
try, with their own sweat and blood. The Mexicans
have Mexico, why don't the Indians get their own
damn land?
just follow that lead. Other than that,
I'm just going to pretend that I didn't
see the really bad stuff. But that does-
n't mean that life can become one big
drunken orgy. When I start to lose
Monopoly.
I'll usually just shake the board so
everything falls off. If things to get
much worse in the battle of good vs.
evil, I might just treat the world like
a big Monopoly board an start over, if
you know what I mean.
God is a regular columnist for every
paper on each. He can be reached for
comment at cbeckwooster.edu
We cannot allow these outsiders to violate
American sovereignty. Our government must do
something to keep Indians from coming into
America when they are not welcome.
If the government is tod concerned about
being politically correct and making hippies mad,
then I think it is our duty as true Americans to
form an armed militia to patrol our northern bor-
der and kill every Indian or Canadian that comes
into range. America is our country and it's time
that we make sure that Indians stay out once and
for all.
Sean O'Malley
United Casino Workers of America. -
Wooster can
lead to goodjobs
To the editors:
As a 1976 graduate of the College of Wooster,
I wanted to express my own deep gratitude to the
Wooster.
Thirty years ago, when I came to Wooster for
the first time, I knew that I would be given the
chance to prepare for a successful career in my '
four years at Wooster.
.
Along with a rigorous academic schedule, the
Independent Study project my comrades and I
participated in was a truly important part of our
Wooster education.
I am expressing this gratitude at this point in
my life because of the great career Wooster pre-
pared me for in the food service industry. When I
left Wooster, I was prepared for a career path in
anything - that's what a liberal arts education is
all about, right?
I was a little bummed when I couldn't find a
job, until I discovered the opportunities that exist-
ed in the industry from which I am now retiring.
After my parents threw me out of the house, I
took a job at one of America's premier fast food
restaurants, McDonald's. After witnessing such
great food service workers in my time at Wooster,
it only made sense that I use that observance of
professionalism in the real world.
As the years passed, I rose from "mop boy" to
"grillmaster" to "cashier" and finally to my cur-
rent position, "assistant manager."
Wooster surely gave me the tools to advance to
illustrious positions in the career I chose, but I
would have never imagined the extent of success
I've currently achieved!
To all those young people at Wooster now,
thank Wooster in advance for the surely great
careers you'll have in the near future. While I
think it's the best one can get (a point I argue
with my manager, a Kenyon graduate, often) oth-
ers may challenge you.
But I assure you, my days at Wooster are surely
worth every moment for the success I've achieved
as a result. Thank you Wooster, for helping me to
achieve greatness in the workplace.
Sincerely,
A Wooster Graduate, '76
Reducing
number of
veterans best
movefor
country
Our president has taken a lot of
criticism over the past few months.
Support for the war is drastically
decreasing, the economy isn't looking
too hot and it
back of a head
turns out that
Iran might have
been the major
threat after all.
However dur-
ing this difficult
time at home,
we are continu-
ing to fight the
war on terror- -.
ism overseas.
As more soldiers are returning
home, the price of veteran benefits is
quickly reaching astronomical levels.
Our government promised money for
college education but we didn't really
think about actually paying for it.
If we continue to hemorrhage
money to pay for medical care and
education, our military spending will
have to decrease, which will leave us
more vulnerable to attack by the ene-
mies of freedom.
Once again, our President has had
the forward thinking and presence of
"President Bush's
new plan for alleviat-
ing veteran benefits by
drastically reducing
the number of veter-
ans is...brilliant."
mind to overcome a difficult issue
with a brilliant idea. Although there
is a clear need to compensate for the
growing cost of military benefits
President Bush realizes that no sane
person would .match to almost certain
death without the promise of a col-
lege education or some other 'pot of
gold' at the end of the rainbow.
President Bush could also not
stand by while the brave fighting
men and women came home to little
hope for the future. That's why his
new plan for alleviating veteran bene-
fits by drastically reducing the num-
ber of veterans is so brilliant.
Instead of having thousands of
veterans return to the United States
and realize that there is little chance
that they can do more than earn a
sustainable wage, the President's plan
will create more jobs for soldiers and
also solve problems at home.
For those of you who haven't kept
up with the news, Operation Freedom
from Promises and Debt calls for the
invasion China, Russia, India,
Pakistan, Iran, Turkey and all of
Africa and Europe, except for France
because really, what's the point?
We're also going to Denmark,
Poland, the Czech Republic and
Japan, just for practice.
At the same time there will be
drastic reductions in funding for
parachutes, body armor, helmets,
guns, bullets and pretty much every-
thing else that is consuming so much
of America's resources. Just to save a
few extra dollars, the Army will
probably issue flip-flo- ps instead of
combat boots.
The result of this program will be
a greater need for soldiers which will
result in more promises for benefits
while at the same time soldiers will
stand little or no chance of actually
surviving combat situations.
When there are fewer veterans "
actually coming home, the only
expense will be the transportation of
caskets and the burial costs. So there
will be less money needed to fulfill
veteran benefits and pay for that
pesty education. '
Since there will lie no need to
spend more money on military sup-
plies, taxes would probably be
decreased even more and there can be
more tax breaks given to companies
w hich will trickle down to regular
Joes like me. That means that I can
finally buy an X-B- ox SfiO, and every-
one will have a little more money in
their pockets. Isn't that what we're
fighting for after all?
The back ofchris beck 's head can be
reached for comment at
i cbeckwooster.edu
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K-Fe- d clone deserves expulsion Facebook: One student's
Justine
Features
McCullough
Editor struggle with addiction
Referred to as "K-Fre- d" by those
who know him, Kyle Frederick '07
has sparked a controversial debate
within the College's Judicial Board
about the freedom of individuality.
Displaying shocking similarities to
rapper Kevin Federline, "K-Fre- d" has
annoyed the entire campus, and was
recently ordered by J-Bo- ard to "leave
the 'PopoZao' at home or do not
return in the fall." So far, he has not
released a formal decision to the
campus.
All year, Frederick has been trying
the campus's patience with his
pathetic free-sty- le rapping and jam-
ming out to bad music.
"I swear he's Kevin Federline in
disguise," said Elijah Barker '08.
"Like, his long-lo- st twin separated at
birth or something. Even their
names are alike.""
In addition to their similar names,
both Frederick and Federline were
born in Fresno, California, and have
two brothers. However, the similari-
ties between the two are eerily more
than biological.
I recently caught up with "K-Fre- d"
himself at Seattle's in downtown
Wooster. After being dropped off by
his girlfriend Brandy Sellis '07, K-Fr- ed,
wearing baggy cargo shorts, a
white ribbed tank commonly known
as a "beater" and a lopsided mesh hat,
joined me outside the entrance.
He requested that we sit outside as
we enjoyed our caffeinated beverages
an iced Viennese mocha for
Frederick, house blend with a double
shot of espresso for me.
We made small talk as Frederick
dragged on his first cigarette. Topics
of conversation ranged from
Prince's new single ("K-Fre- d" loves
it, by the way) to the free-sty- le rap
that he performed at the
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Frederick, a dance major,
explained that the most meaningful
aspect of his life shared by Federline
is their mutual love of dance.
""Me and K-F- ed, we just rock the
joint every time we roll onto the
floor," he said.
His dancing style is reportedly
very similar to Federline's, which
Moot Court gets ass kicked
The legal minds on campus have been
tration and anger after-th- e Moot Court
of success and suffered a terrible defeat
didn't even come close, I don't know what
that," said Mike Broda '06, Moot Court
conference with no first-pla- ce awards and
Wooster got off to a bad start right away when Broda broke down crying while
presenting his argument and fell to the ground in the fetal position, losing con
trol of his bowels. "I guess I got a little
Firm' before conferences," Broda said.
Wooster's other participants faired just
ment promoting gun control, Eric Roscoe '07 was forced to concede a point and
pulled a gun on his opponent. He was wrestled to the ground and the police
were called to defuse the situation. "Yeah, I was arrested, but I totally got bail
reduced in my arraignment," Roscoe said,
Broda also failed to score major points by playing the race card during an
argument over a case of intellectual
I thought it would work here too," he said. Margaux Day '06, who usually per-
forms very well, was disqualified after referring to one of the judges as a "fat
bitch.."
The entire Wooster team was also
The first incident occured when Natalie Miller '06 attempted to bribe the
judges by sending strippers and two
Ameri-hos-t. There were also several
bribes. There was $300 folded in my
"Go Scots," said one judge. "It's pathetic trying to bribe me w ith that, I make
more in one hour at my practice.1' The second day of the conference got a late
start when Miller pulled the fire alarm and called in a bomb threat. However,
Wooster didn't return completely empty handed.' Roscoe took home the
James Trafficant award for ethics and Day received the Dick Cheney award
for Rhetoric.
1
Eric Roscoe '07 sobs (Photo
Better known as "K-Fred- ,", Kyle Frederick '07 loves the
paparazzi and the "PopoZao" (Photo by Karin Johnson).
consists of rhythmic hand gestures,
excessive head bobbing and a self-satisfi-ed
grin (while seated in a
chair).
According to Frederick, this mutu-
al love of dance strengthens the
bond between himself and the rap-
per. Lighting his fourth Marlboro,
Frederick remarked, "There's just
something about movement, I don't
know, it connects people! Yeah, I'd
say K-F- ed and I are like, twins sepa-
rated at birth."
r
K-F-
ed and K-Fr- ed also share opin-
ions about food, fashion and women.
"For as long as I can remember,"
Frederick explained, "I've always
loved Cheetos." -
Frederick added that he and
Federline also sported similar hair-
styles in high school the timeless
mullet.
The two men also have a similar
taste when it comes to the opposite
sex, as both generally opt to be with
a highly successful, popular woman.
Federline is married to former pop
princess " Britney"' Spears', and
Frederick is currently in a relation-
ship with a popular, high-profi- le
woman at the College of Wooster.
For the past year, Frederick has been
dating Brandy Sellis '07.
Sellis is 2-ti- me Moot Court nation-
al champion, Editor-in-Chi- ef of the
preoccupied with disapxintment, frus
program strayed from its usual pattern
at the recent regional conference. "We
came over us. We've never sucked like
all-st- ar. Wooster's team left the two-da- y
finished last in all judging categories.
nervous. I really shouldn't watch The
as poorly. While presenting an argu
proerty law. "It's usually so effective that
sanctioned several times by the judges.
kegs of beer to the judges' rooms at the
reported incidents of attempted casli
morning paper with a note that said
f
by Caroline Hotra).
Voicef captain of both the cheerlead-in- g
squad and Personal Foul dance
team and active in Amnesty
International.- -
Frederick accepted the relation-
ship request from Sellis on Facebook
soon after they met at a dance work-
shop taught by Sellis, and in the past
year, Frederick's popularity on cam-
pus has increased dramatically.
"It's not that anyone really likes
him," explained Carey Breton '07.
She admitted to being confused as to
why Sellis would date a "toolbag"
like Frederick, and added that his
relationship with Sellis is "the pub-
licity stunt of the year."
Frederick, however, denies all
implications that Sellis has improved
his popularity on campus, and dis-
plays an air of nonchalance in
regards to his image.
"I don't worry about people liking,
me. You have a problem, wahtevs, tha
t's cool."
He added that, like Federline, he
just likes "a girl with some
'PopoZao.'" "PopoZao," the title1 of
Federline's single, is a Brazilian term
meaning "ample posterior. "
. Frederick refused to comment
about his upcoming decision to
choose between leaving the PopoZSo
at home or merely staying there
Arena dining lowers
Gillian Helwig
Assistant Features Editor
Despite urine's widespread availabil-
ity as a constantly produced byproduct
of the body, one would be hard pressed
to find a person who would voluntarily
drink the liquid. Taste, nutritional
value and sanitation are obvious con-
cerns in consuming it in every day life.
If you change people's circum-
stances, however, putting them into sit-
uations of scarcity and need, their ideas
can change. After days in the desert
without water, for instance, urine seems
like a much more feasible and desirable
beverage option than before.
It is with this idea in mind that the
Wooster administration embarked on
its new Arena Dining strategy for the
Lowry dining hall. Pleased with the
smooth operation and past success of
arena class registration, the College has
applied the idea to the dining facility.
"In recent years, there has been
increasing student dissatisfaction witli
Wooster's meal system in regard to
Lowry," said Director of Hospitality
Services Chuck Wagers. "We received
complaints about the lack of variety
and taste among the meager amount of
food options provided."
"After careful analysis, we realized
that arena course registration has the
ability to make otherwise undesirable
classes seem tolerable, even appealing.
By applying the system to Lowry, we
hoped to have the same result: students
becoming passionate, even rabid, about
otherwise underwhelming choices."
Similar to the system the College
already employs for course registra-
tion, students receive numbers from
one to 24 for a given week. Starting at
7 a.m., members of each numbered
group have six minutes to travel
around the dining hall to receive por-
tions of food from any four stations of
their choice. After six minutes, stu-
dents finish choosing their food and
they must move to the seating area of
the dining hall to consume food at their
leisure.
Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
Rushing back from class on a typi-
cal Thursday morning, weary from a
late night of instant messaging and
Facebook surfing, John Baker '09,
hustled to his Wagner sanctuary.
Following his daily routine, he
plugged into his iPod and dutifully
checked his e-m-ail only to bypass the
WHN before giving in to his deepest
addiction.
As the address he pounded in
processed, a smile slowly crept across
his face as a soothing blue bar at the
top of the screen gleaned "Welcome
to Facebook."
He entered his virtual world with
confidence: 163 friends? Check. A
scrolling list of countless colleges
representing every acquaintance and
hometown friend ever known? Check.
No new messages, typical. All was
well until a glaring absence caught
his eye.
Baker's virtual life swirled as he rec-
ognized that his "In a Relationship"
status had been terminated. Kathy
Smith '06 had confirmed Baker's
facebook relationship request only 82
days prior after meeting him in a chat
room, had removed her name and link
from his profile.
Devastated and clueless about what
had gone wrong, Baker's rage flared.
Although he hadn't spoken personal-
ly with Smith, who attends Midland
Lutheran College, in person for
weeks, his determination to win her
back catapulted him further into his
consuming addiction.
"I thought maybe she'd want me
back if I were cool and popular,"
explained Baker, "so I gave my profile
a facelift."
Baker proceeded to channel his
efforts into revitalizing his profile
under the misconception that the
more enhanced his account, the bet-
ter he would portray himself to his
public. Skipping class, living on
stocked- - up Pop Tarts from Java Hut
and ignoring his need for sleep,
Baker's addiction spiraled out of con-
trol. Exemplifying the common
symptoms of addiction, Baker's
',i""?!2i!I!2""m' n"""
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Jilliene Johnson '08 is horrified that Basics is already
closed (Photo by Karin Johnson).
Wagers said that overall student
attitude towards Lowry food has
increased "by almost 300."
"Before you couldn't get kids ' to
touch food like meatloaf or mexicorn.
Now, they snatch it up like ravenous
animals, even fight over it," lie said.
"We couldn't be more pleased with the
change in attitude."
"It's chaotic the first time through,"
said Carly Smith '06, "but after a while
you get the hang of it."
Chris Thomas '08 agreed. "It's all
about the strategy. You have to prior-
itize hot spots like the Basics because
after a while, there aren't any chicken
tenders or mashed redskins left."
According to Amy Collins '09, a bad
number isn't always the end of the
world. "Certain foods, like black bean
burgers go really fast. What you can
do is just get a bagel or cereal, some-
thing plentiful, and email Rose or
Georgia later to see if there are any
burgers left. Usually they'll let you
swing by and grab one later in the day,"
she said.
Despite some of the students' deter-
mined attitude, others expressed
problem is not unique. Growing
numbers of college and high school
students across the country login to
the Facebook site on average four
times per day at varying increments
of time, anywhere from two minutes
to 3.5 hours in a single session.
A glance through the computer
screens at the Wired Scot proves the
login probabilities true, as at least 30
percent of the screens glow with pic-
tures and profiles at arjy given time.
When a campus-wid- e "Facebook
invite" to join a new group created by
Baker, "The John Baker is, My Hero
Fan Club," was issued, every student
promptly rejected confirmation.
With sole membership of ' himself,
Baker began what he calls "a poking
war" aSi-h- e retaliated against the
denials with an intrusive series of
pokes to every contact in his friend .
network,
He proceeded to enhance his popu-
larity by inviting every student fr,pm
his Sth grade yearbook to join his
friend list, adding a series of preten-
tious new groups, entering into
"Married" status with his roommate
and posting a picture of himself he
describes as "partying like a rock
star," taken by himself with a mirror
and camera phone. The picture
depicts Baker with his tongue out,
aviators on and a Bud Light label
centrally framed in tlie photon
Unfortunately for Baker, his
Facebook facelift was not enough to
reconcile with Smith. Confronted
with failing grades and no real life
friends.
Baker came to the realization that
he was ultimately a vegetable perpet-
ually plugged in to technology and
social consciousness. Baker diagnosed
his Facebook disorder on
WebMD.com and emailed the '
Wellness Center about a possible
cure or internet support group. In
the face of addiction, Baker's
strength is the paradigm for breaking
the habit afflicting countless popularity-dr-
iven Facebookers.
These names have been changed
to protect the anonymity of those
battling the issues that surround
addiction.
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annoyance at the new policy.
"Most schools let students eat what
they want, whenever they want," said --
Dave Johnson '07. 'They have multi-
ple dining halls that are open until all
hours of the night. Lowry is only
open to a student for 18 minutes total
for all three meals of the day. And we
only have one kind of chips."
While Wagers agreed that the strat-
egy limited students - in some ways
such as the chip selection noted by
Johnson, he said benefits went hand in
hand with the sacrifices He also dis-
missed recent numbers released by the
Wellness Center, stating that ellxiw-ing-a- nd
trampling-relate- d injuries have
increased significantly in the weeks
since Arena Dining was introduced.
"At the end of the day, I think stu-
dents enjoy the heart-poundi- ng antici-
pation and physical challenges that go
along with elbowing their way through
a hungry, irate mob," he said. "With
all that adrenaline pumping through
your system, those same old tortilla
chips that the administration bought
in bulk in li)!)H start to taste like rare
delicacies."
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College enforces new dress code
Judith Kaminski
Fashion Correspondent
In an effort to attract a higher cal-
iber of student to the College, the
administration recently announced its
plan to enforce a new "Ivy League"
dress code. The code specifies slacks.
sweaters, collared shirts,
ties and neatly groomed
hair parted on the side
for gentlemen, and
skirts, sweater sets and
pearls for ladies. The
code further stipulates
that all students with
contact lenses return to
wearing glasses, prefer-
ably with thick frames.
"Highly motivated
high school students
have an idealized vision
of
,
the sort of academic
community they will
become a part of when
they go to college," said
Dean of Admissions
Derek Gueldenzoph,
explaining the rationale
behind the dress code.
"When they start going
on college visits they are
often disani)ointed bv
what they see. We think Claire Adams and Phillip "Scooter" Von
the code will change that Hausermcbarryarnstencliffdanielsonton- -
and prospective students Smith IV
will know how serious of Mac Buehler).
an institution this is the
moment they step on
campus."
One of the more controversial
aspects of the new code states that
while smoking cigarettes will still be
banned in all buildings, smoking pipes
will now be permitted and even
encouraged especially in the library.
"The image of the Ivy League col-
lege student pouring over his books
with a pipe in his mouth is a classic
Party guests
too seriously,
Margaret Bingley
Society Editor
Two guests at last weekend's
"Summer in the Hamptons" theme
party took things "a little too serious-
ly" according to eyewitnesses. The
guests, Clarence Ott '08 and Valerie
Rice '09, arrived at the party in elabo-
rate
,
costumes and proceeded to
i -
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Valerie Rice '09 and Clarence Ott '08, notorious theme party
attendees, at a fiesta last semester. Rice destroyed all
known photographs of last weekend's "Summer in the
Hamptons" party, declaring she would not "whore out her
creative work to the press" (Photo by Jack Snidely).
engage in scripted dialogue, staying in
character the entire evening.
"It irritated the hell out of me," said
host Cliff Rymak '07, who intended
the theme as a casual costuming sug-
gestion.
"I just thought it would be funny to
get drunk in polos," he added.
But Ott and Rice took things a step
further, raiding the theatre depart-
ment's costume stores and developing
an elaborate backstory. Ott played a
disaffected rich boy with an "every-body-knows-it-sec- ret
eating disorder,"
Ott wrote in a recent e-m- ail. Rice
played Consuela, the Dominican
housekeeper, to whom Ott's character
lost his virginity at age 17. Their per-
formance culminated in an emotional-
ly charged argument near the crudites
in which Rice accused Ott of treating
her as his whore. Ott broke down and
confessed he might be gay.
"It was a serious story with a deeply
moving' emotional arc. And Val's
accent was fierce," said Ott, who
appeared at a "Periodic Tale of the
one, and one that we are ready to fully
embrace," said President Stan Hales.
. The administration hopes to see
immediate widespread benefits from
the new policy. '
.
"Primarily we think we'll see a dras-
tic increase in the average test score of
our applicants," said Dean of Students
QOO
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model the new look (Photo by
Kurt Holmes. Other benefits the
administration hopes to see are better
overall morale on campus and higher
performance from current students.
Upon receiving news of the new
dress code, some students were out-
raged.
"Most days I go to class in sweats
and don't even bother to shower," said
Melissa Wyzek '06. "Now I'm going
take theme
irritate host
'Elements" party last fall dressed as
Francium-23- 3 and left after 10 min-
utes dueJo his short half-lif- e. "Anyone
who thought otherwise can suck it."
Fellow party guest David Mayer '07
declined to "suck it" when he con-
fronted Ott about the party perform-
ance in the Basics line last Monday.
"I told Ott he could suck it," Mayer
explained. "I mean, at the party, I ask
1 1
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him to pass me some fucking chips
and he starts monologueing. And he
made me call him Paden all night. It
was too fucking much."
Mayer left the Basics line after the
confrontation, even though it was
chicken tenders day.
"I just couldn't be near him any-
more," he said.
Rice declined repeated requests for
an interview, but she did release a
statement to the press late yesterday
afternoon in which she refused to
apologize for her actions.
"I view a theme party as an oppor-
tunity to make art," wrote Rice. "I
thank Clarence Ott for his vision and
commitment. I refuse to compromise
my creative integrity to satisfy small
people."
Rymak responded to Rice's state-
ment with a snort.
"I don't know what she's talking
about," he said. "But no fucking way
I'm inviting her to my 'Under the Sea'
party next month. Bitch needs to
learn a lesson."
to have to wake up at least a half hour
before class starts. And keeping a
ready supply hosiery without runs
isn't going to be easy."
Yet, other students are embracing
the code, arguing that it will enhance
student life here at the College.
Bridget Ortego '07 accused, students
like .Wyzek of bringing down the
College's reputation and respectability.
"Sweat pants are unacceptable class-
room attire," said Ortego. "If we want
to be taken seriously, we first have to
take ourselves seriously."
Dean of Faculty Shila Garg made
sure to add that the new dress code
will also apply to professors, suggest-
ing tweed jackets and bow ties or
skirts and suit jackets as acceptable
choices.
"Sorry Greg Shaya, but those black
jeans with the holes in the knees just
don't send the message we're trying to
get across to our prospective stu-
dents," said Garg.
The policy will be implemented in
stages, starting immediately with a
ban on all sweatpants, sweatshirts,
shorts and t-sh- irts, followed in the fall
by a ban on denim. The full dress code
will be in effect by Spring 2007.
Students who fail to comply will
not be permitted to have members of
the opposite sex in their dorm rooms
after 8 p.m. and will have strictly
enforced quiet study hours starting
promptly at 9 p.m.
Sources say that the new code may
be related to bitter feelings over
Wooster's continual number two
ranking for best senior capstone proj-
ect, a rumor that has been supported
by Hales' remarks on the subject.
"We are going to out Ivy League the
Ivy Leagues," said Hales. "Princeton's
senior project may be better than our
Independent Study program, but at
least we'll look smarter than them.
And that's what really counts."
Novel is dead for real this time!
Fuller Jenkins
Voice Staff Writer
1
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In a blow to book lovers every-
where, the College's English depart-
ment officially declared yesterday that
the novel is dead.
"We know the novel has been
declared dead numerous times before,
but we are serious about it this time,"
said Professor Daniel Bourne, chair of
the department. "We've closed the
coffin and put it in its grave. And we
won't be trying to resurrect it, either.
It's done, over, finished."
While the department's statement
may come as a surprise to some, pro-
fessors agree that the decision has
been a lone time
coming. Still, it
took one of I
Professor Larry
Stewart's infa-
mous soirees last
Friday evening to
finally bring the
department's true
feelings out into
the open.
"I don't know if
it was the wine or
just the bonding
experience that
took place that
evening," said
Professor Thomas
Prendergast, "but The wine and
as the night wore Larry Stewart's
on we began to let department
down our profes-- hx Parnlino
sional personas
and let our true selves shine through."
"It got emotional," added Stewart.
"We started pouring our hearts out
about our frustrations, our disillusion-
ment. We began to realize that we all
felt similarly. We just couldn't see the
point in it anymore. Literature was a
dead field of study, and we were just
wasting our lives away."
Professor Nancy Grace said that on
Monday morning when all the profes-
sors saw each other again, they tried
to act as though nothing had hap-
pened, but the attitude on second floor
Luce just wasn't the same. Tensions
were running high and even students
started to notice a distinct lack of
enthusiasm from their professors in
class.
"I was taken aback when Professor
Jenna Hayward cut off our discus-
sion of Jane Eyre only 15 minutes
into class and suggested we talk about
something more important like last
night's episode of Desperate
Housewives," said Julie Pinter '07.
Crooners burst into song
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The Crooners rehearse in Galpin (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Oswald Cuthbert
Voice Staff Writer
Wooster's newest a cappella group,
the Galpin Crooners, made its debut
at Common Grounds this past
Thursday evening. Founded by Vice
President for Finance and Business
Bob Walton, the barbershop quartet
consists of Walton (lead), President
R. Stanton Hales (bass), Vice
President for Academic Affairs Iain
Crawford (baritone) and Dean of
Students Kurt Holmes (tenor).
"We were discussing fiscal responsi-
bility and the college endowment
when Kurt started humming 'Coney
Island Baby,'" explained Walton.
"Next thing you know, Stan is impro-
vising a sweet bass line, and Iain is
teaching us jazz hands. It was a little
bit of magic."
The group meets for weekly prac-
tices in a storeroom in Galpin Hall.
Walton declined to give more specifics
about the location. "That Shila
Garg, dean of faculty keeps trying
Other students commented that their
professors seemed "sulky," "out of
sorts" and "distant." .
., . .;
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Tuesday afternoon Professor
Bourne called an emergency depart-- -
mental meeting to discuss the new
developments.
"As the chair of the department, I
decided to put an end to the charade.
None of us were happy doing what we
were doing and there was no point
pretending anymore," said Bourne.
The department drafted a state-
ment announcing their decision that
novels have become completely irrele-
vant to today's society. They avowed
that not a single novel worth reading
had been written since James Joyce's
scri p rj
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the emotions were flowing freely at Professor after thati they win
house Friday evening, where the English disband and go their
decided that the novel is officially
HntraN
Ulysses, and that even the classics now
held no meaning for contemporary
audiences and should be left to history
departments to study.
The public has found it hard to
believe that with all of today's well-respec- ted
authors, none of them are
anv worth reading- - What about
to horn in on the group," he said. "She
just doesn't get that we're a quartet!
That means four!"
Their Common Grounds perform-
ance was generally well received,
though Holmes was admittedly flat on
"Let Me Call You Sweetheart."
"We're still working out the kinks,"
said Holmes. "Next time, I'm on vocal
rest a full 24 hours before the per-
formance. And no dairy products.
That's just a recipe for phlegm."
The group is working on some big
plans for the future.
"Stan was adamant that we get
striped vests and straw hats," said
Crawford. "And I am personally put-
ting aside all other work until we have
costuming under control."
Hales has been busy booking gigs.
"We're working through our net-
work of alumni in an effort to really
put the Crooners on the map," said
Hales. "We hope to cut an album in
early June. And if Iain gets his act
together, we'll have straw hats in time
for ourummer tour."
Philip Roth, Jane Smiley' and Toni
Morrison?
r "Crap, crap and more crap," was
Professor Joanne Frye's response.
Frye, who teaches an entire course
devoted to Toni Morrison every other
spring, said that she "wanted so much
to like her work. Everybody was rav-
ing about her. I thought maybe if I
studied her enough I would under-
stand what everyone was talking
about."
Frye's statement seems to sum up
the department's feelings as a whole.
"I kept hoping literature would do
for me what it seemed to have done for
others," explained Professor Karl
Woelz. "I just wanted to be excited
about something.
And pretty soon I
even began to
believe I was excited
about it. I started to
believe my own lie."
But now that the
department has
acknowledged the
truth to themselves
and to each other,
there's no going
back.
The department
decided that, for the
sake of the students,
they would finish
out the semester, but
dead (Photo separate ways.
While many of the
. professors feel lost
and distraught, the declaration has
also brought a sense of liberation and
hope.
"I always had an interest in the
restaurant business," said Professor
Peter Havholm with a glimmer in his
eye. "Maybe now I can open my own
24-h- our diner."
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College commits to building brand new PEC in 2052
Shabad Thadani
Sports Editor
Celebrations have broken out in
IS Monday like fashion, as the
College recently announced the
building ot a new PEC as part of
the 24th Five-Ye- ar Plan.
,
Construction will begin in 2052,
and authorities expect the facility
to open in 2056, well in time for
the current graduating class to
see the ribbon being cut at their
fiftieth class reunion. The con-
struction contract has been
awarded to Bogner VIII.
After years of continuous lobby-
ing, ranging from the usual signature
petitions to the rather awkward
protest of having the swim team
parade outside Galpin Hall in their
"uniforms", the college creme de la
creme has finally relented and has
made plans to build a new PEC 46
years from now. By then, not one.'of
the current faculty, staff, or adminis-
tration will be around, and Stan
Hales will likely be the 10th of 14 or
15 presidents at the College (only
one will be female, and she will hold
her position for only three days and
nineteen hours).
To say the college desperately
needs an indoor field house would be
analogous to saying that the USA
needs a new .president: it's rather
obvious. The only pool in the NCAC
.that is in worse condition than ours
is Ohio Wesleyan's, and that's only
LeBron James signs
for Nike University
1).
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Cleveland Cavaliers' LeBron
James, drives to the basket
against the Lakers' Kareem
Rush (AP PhotoKevork
Djansezian).
Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
LeBron James became the first
ever player to commit to the
University of Nike, a new university
that was designed specifically for the
development of college athletes.
This special university was created
because of a loophole in NCAA poli-
cy which allows the University of
Nike to recruit not only the top high
school players but the top pro players
as well.
James never went to college, so he
can still play for Nike University as
long as lie is enrolled in one of the
college's academic programs. James
is not the only one eligible; any ath-le- te
who has not completed college is
eligible to enroll in the University of
Nike.
"It feels great to finally be able to
go. to college," said James. "Nike
University will not only allow me to
play basketball, but it won't conflict
with my endorsement deals and it
will allow me to achieve a college
degree."
This is not a problem for James or
any of the other athletes who are
expected to sign commitments
because of the variety of ma jors that
Nike University oilers, the most pop-
ular one being basketball. These
majors tie into the athletic programs
allowing athletes to earn credit while
playing a sport.
' Still, even if an athlete had a class,
test, or major assignment that con- -
because theirs used to be a watering
hole for Amish horses back in the day.
The last two five-ye- ar plans of the
college have been centered around
adding new buildings to campus, and
along with Morgan Hall and the ren-
ovation of Kauke, the Timken ceme-
tery and the Gault Casino have been
wastefully constructed... but what of
our athletes? Year in and year out
Wooster athletes have brought fame
to this community, and it isn't just
varsity recognition. A recent gradu-
ate of the class of 2003 was the
defending state champion in the soft
taco eating challenge, and a sopho-
more (who wishes to remain
unnamed) is looking for a sponsor to
send him to Montana for the 2006
iguana-wrestli- ng competition. The
College has had 208 Ail-Americ- ans
since the PEC first moved from Ebert
Art Center in the late 60's...and in
recognition of their and hundreds of"'
others' contributions to Wooster ath-
letics, the new PEC isoing to have a
touch of nostalgia. ..it's going to be
neighboring Ebert.
The proposed $29 million facility
will be built on the quad. In an effort
to please the majority of the student
body and help student retention, an
anti-hipp- ie fence will also be con-
structed around the behemoth arena,
to ensure that no disc-wieldi- ng fools
come around to practice their trade.
.
During a recent interview with
head basketball coachSteve Moore,
who will be entering his 74th season
as head coach when the new arena
opens, said "It's about time. We've
needed a new-cour- t ever since Shaq
flicted with a game or a promotional
event all they have to do is send in an
e-m- ail through the dean of faculty
and it is completely excused.
The athlete.then can make up the
class or assignment whenever he
chooses, even two days before he Was
to receive his diploma.
.
"It is a very convenient setup for
athletes, I am faced with a tough
decision," says Los Angeles Lakers
star Kobe Bryant who is also eligible
and is seriously considering enroll-
ment.
Other big time NBA stars who are
considering the University of Nike
are Kevin Garnett of the Minnesota
Timberwolves and Sebastian Telfair
of the Portland Trail Blazers. Both
. stars skipped college and went pro.
"One of the reasons I skipped col-
lege was because of the money," said
Garnett. "But the University of Nike
will allow me to keep my endorse-
ment deals and provide a very flexi-
ble academic schedule."
Garnett is "close to a commit-
ment", he is just working out salary
issues with the team coach. Garnett
has spent so much time in the NBA
he is entitled to a salary should he
play for the University of Nike. The
minimum requirement for this salary
is ten years of NBA time and
Garnett has 1 1.
Garnett's playing time in the NBA
will also serve as transferable credit
that will count toward his basketball
major. Thus, he will also only have to
complete two physical education
courses and a spelling test to get his
bachelors degree. To get his masters
degree, an additional six physical
education courses and four spelling
classes are required.
Should Garnett fail the spelling
test, he w ill have to take Spelling 003
to get his degree by the end of 2006.
James has a similar situation, his
transferable basketball credit will
land him sophomore status. Should
the Cavilers make the playoffs this
year, James could become a junior if
he wins seven games. He will have to
complete all of his spelling require-
ments because, unlike Garnett,
James' kindergarten spelling bee
credit did not transfer.
"It is an unfortunate setback," said
James with regards to his spelling
bee credit. "I was a very proficient
speller in kindergarten. I shouldn't
have to take Spelling 000."
The University of Nike will open
in September 2006, when the Nike
Swooshes take on the North Carolina
Tar Heels in 'the university's first
ever basketball game Nov. 18, 2006.
Until then, the university will con-
tinue to recruit in an attempt to fill
the rest of its roster by June.
Sports
An artist's rendering of the WooPEC. Illustration by Andy Maloney.
pulled the rim down on this one dur-
ing his visit in 1996. Admittedly,
we're able to win all our home games
because no one shoots three-pointe- rs
on a crooked rim better than our
boys, but the moment we go .on the
road, our depth perception goes out
the window and we get crushed." For
the record, Wooster has a mammoth
173-- 1 record at home over the last
decade, with their only loss coming to
the Harlem Globetrotters, who paid
Dean Holmes: shit on Witt no more
Chris Beck
Guest Editor-in-Chi- ef
Responding to the growing ten-
sion and the escalation of violence
between extremists, the administra-
tion has called for end of the anti-Wittenb- erg
attacks and the resump-- t
tion of talks between' the 'Wooster'
and Wittenberg fan bases. "The loss
of life has become too much for this
to be passed off as just boys being
boys," said Dean of Students Kurt
Holmes.
The call fof a cease fire, comes
after one of the bloodiest weeks in
the past year. Two suicide bomb
attacks left 40 Wittenberg fans dead
at their lacrosse game verse Seton
Hill on Saturday. That same day
there were a series of sniper attacks
during the Wittenberg golf match
against Muskingum that left 12 dead
or seriously wounded.
The most recent attack came dur-
ing Wittenberg's baseball game
against Ohio Northern on Tuesday.
Some of the jock straps of
Wittenberg players were outfitted-wit- h
grenades connected to timers,
which exploded 'during the 7th
inning, killing three and sending
shrapnel of metal and fragments of
genitals into the crowd of fans.
Wittenberg has been equally as
brutal, killing several Wooster fans.
"When them there Woosterites
attack us, we's got no choice but to
fight back," said one Wittenberg stu-
dent. Several Wooster students sus-
pect that the worst of ' the
Wittenberg reprisal is yet to come,
as some intelligence has pointed to
efforts to acquire biological weapons
that could be planted in bagpipes, at
Ron Jeremy to assist dance team
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor
Wooster's Personal Foul dance
team made a huge announcement ear-
lier this week when they announced
that porn star Ron Jeremy would be
joining the team at the beginning of
next season. Jeremy, labeled the Top
Porn Star of All-Ti- me by the AVN
(Adult Video News), is expected to be
on campus later this week to meet
with the team and discuss the upcom-
ing season.
Jeremy had approached the cap-
tains earlier this season about the
possibility of joining the team, as he
found Personal Foul to be one of the
most provocative dance teams in the
region. The team eagerly accepted
his invitation hut because of eligibili-
ty reasons, the team has to wait until
next season for Jeremy's debut.
Jeremy is scheduled to begin class
the referee beforehand.
Why 2052, one asks? What's the
significance of a year so far ahead in
the future? Most of us will be cele-- 1
brating our 50th reunion (or 49th,
depending on how this dang IS turns
out)? Well, this reporter posed the
question to" the Director of
Development (who also wishes to
remain unnamed) over a simmering
cup of coffee at the Shack.
"Well, no one wants to invest in
the cost of thousands of lives. "They
are animals worthy of neither our
respect nor our mercy," said Chris
Sweeney '08, leader of the Wooster
fan movement.
The situation has gotten so severe
that the United Nations has sent
peace-keepi- ng troops to the
Wittenberg campus in an effort to
reduce-ih-
e number of attacks.
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A couple stand in front of the barrels that divide the Greek and
Turkish Cypriot controlled areas at the UN buffer zone (Green Line)
in the divided capital of Nicosia, Cyprus. (AP PhotoPetros
Karadjias). The scene mirrors the moments before a Wooster-Wittenbe- rg
game.
The violence between the two
schools began after an exchange
between a Wooster student and a
Wittenberg student which involved
statements about each others sexual-
ity and the promiscuity of their
mothers. "I guess it escalated pretty
quickly, but we cannot let ourselves
be outdone by our rivals. Go Scots!"
said Aaron Bergman '06.
The administration is finding that
es at Wooster this fall, making him
eligible to join the team when they
begin performances in late October at
Late Night Madness.
Jeremy made a name for himself
throughout the 1970s and 80s when
he starred in over 1,500 porn films
while directing an additional 250. His
popularity was fueled by his 'Regular
Joe' looks as millions of men across
America could identify with him.
The Chicago Film Critics
Association has also nominated him
for Best Documentary of the Year for
a film on the inside workings of the
pornography industry.
"We are looking forward to his 'big'
contributions to the team and also we
are sure he can help us broaden our
musical selections," stated Captain
Rachel Libben '07.
Jeremy's directing expertise com-
bined with the team's skilled chore-
ographers will give fans an even
Saturday,
April 1 7
athletics anymore. Kenyon's facility
was sponsored by a gracious donation"
by Gordon Gund. We've already
planned to increase the tuition to
$412,386 by that time, but we figured
we'd need a grant to help the cause.
As it turns out, the only alum we
could find willing to help us out has
all his assets tied up in Icelandic
treasury bonds, and those don't
mature till 2051."
"He loved to use the quad during
his time at Wooster, and only prom-
ised us the money if we put the new
facility on his favorite green pasture.
In order to create space, we're knock-
ing down Andrews Hall and putting
the baseball practice field in its place.
Pardon me? Yes, I am aware that
there is a 60-deg- ree downward slop-
ing hill behind Andrews, but we just
upgraded our varsity insurance poli-
cies for all the outfielders."
Continuing recent trends, the col-
lege has planned to raise funds by
2052 internally as well, selling con-
struction bricks for $2000, $4000 and
$500,000. The most expensive ones
are going to be used at the bottom of
the pool, and are being, freely market-
ed as water-proo- f.
Also continuing recent trend, the
building will start off above ground
level, but the architects will hit solid
oak trees during construction and be
forced to complete the project 700
feet below ground level.
Bob Walton, Vice President of
Business and Finance said that if the
project falls short of funds, the
Wooster Inn Guest House will be
sold off to make up the difference.
the violence is becoming problemati-
c. Enrollment numbers are expected
to drop sharply as neither school can
guarantee that students will survive
their four-ye- ar experience.
Recruiting athletes is also becoming
more challenging. "It doesn't help
when we tell potential swimmers
that they will have to wear Kevlar
vests during meets," said Corey
Maras '06, swim team captain.
Repairing the damage from the
attacks is also become expensive.
The two schools have sent each other
bills for the damage on their campus-
es, but Wooster has suffered more
financially since it was discovered
that the bombing of McGaw chapel
and the latest piece of art in front of
Scovel hall were actually done by
Wooster students.
greater thrill at half-tim-e of every
men's home basketball game.
Personal Foul is hoping Jeremy's
insights into directing, style, dance,
and sound will improve the team and
bring in a large number of Jeremy
fans. Jeremy will also provide a
replacement for Greg Dallinger '05
as the team was all females this sea-
son for the first time in several years.
"We are excited about adding a guy
to the team, especially someone the
caliber of Jeremy," added Libben.
Ron Jeremy should add flair and
notoriety to the already talented
Personal Foul dance team. The team
is eagerly awaiting his arrival later
this fall. The rest of the campus can
be sure to see Jeremy around campus
and attending classes in August while
training for the team's opening per-
formance in late October. Jeremy will
perform solo in the game against
Wittenberg.
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Fate of Kashmir left to Woosterian cricket
Shabad Thadani
Sports Editor
In what will soon be described as a
monumental meeting letveen arch
'
rivaJs, Indian Prime ' Minister Dr.
Manmohan Singh, and Pakistan
President (.Jen. IVrvez Musharraf
ended years of ei il violence and
pure hatred between the nations, and
settled the long-lasti- ng dispute of
the territory of Kashmir.
For years, both nations refused to
budge. A simple letter to both min-
istries from a cricket-obsess- ed lad in
Ohio, almost halfway around the
world, changed that in an instant.
Said Secretary to the PM in New-Delhi- ,
"The answer was so simple;
we're so ashamed not to have seen it
'ourselves. With the number of high-profi- le
strategists we flndia and
Pakistan employ, and the salaries
that they earn, this solution should
have been suggested and implement-
ed years ago. So many lives could
have been saved, so many lives...."
Upon further investigation,
sources learned that one Rifadin
C'hakravarti, a first-ye- ar at our own
College of Wooster, sent the letter.
When (iiestioned about the contents
of the. handwritten note, govern-
ment officials were noncommittal,
except noting that the solution lay
somewhere in a "cricket match of
historical proportions."
After returning to Ohio from New-Delhi- ,
I 'ire stall' writers went direct-
ly to the source, and as usual,
Chakraarti was more than happy to
oblige with comments.
"What is the common thread that
bonds the two nations together?
Cricket!! It's when everyone forgets
about political tensions and strug-
gles and focuses solely on which
team can score more rims in the least
number of balls. So 1 suggested that
Gridder drafted to AFL
Erik Shilling
Viewpoints Editor
Dan Hawkins '(Hi, starting quar-
terback for the NCAC runner-u- p
Fighting Scots, was drafted in the
.r.(!th 'round of the 2006 Arena
Football League draft Tuesday by
the Philadelphia Soul. Hawkins was
tlie first player in Wooster history to
be dratted by a professional team.
"We're extremely proud of Dan,"
head coach Mike Si limit, said. "His
entire sports career has been marked
by mediocrity, nothing more, nothing
less."
Arena football scouts said that
J law kins' lack of arm strength
would be a perfect match for football
games in the Arena League, in which
fields are half the size of the
National Football League.
They were also impressed w ith his
academic career at Wooster, noting
that his I S., an inspiring personal
'story of Hawkins' high school foot-
ball career, exemplified the intelli-
gence, passion and good writing
skills necessary to be an Arena
League quarterback.
Haukins didn't see the pick com-
ing. "WJien I filed for the NFL draft,
I figured I had a pretty decent shot at
being a mid-tn-la- tc round pick,"
Hawkins said. But) he noted, the
"Arena Football League is better than
nothing"
Hawkins' new team, the
Philadelphia Soul, signed him to a
four year-s',0,0- 00 deal. All of his
expenses, including transportation to
Song leader andor musi-
cians wanted for contem-
porary and tradittonal
worship jervicei. RSll'
Call Trinity UCC lS
at 330.264.9250 J
ror more
details.
. XV- -.
- tli1b n J !Mohammad Akhbar Ali Ahmed Shah '07 of Pakistan and Haraami Saala '08 of India
begin the festivities a week early outside the PEC. Wooster's Indian and Pakistani stu-
dents have been commissioned by their respective governments to decide the fate of
Kashmir in a no-hol- ds barred cricket match (Photos by Mac Buehler).
cricket matcha no-hol- ds barred
between our Indian and Pakistani
students here at Wooster settle the
long-standi- ng Kashmir issue. I didn't
expect the government to buy it, but
they did, and so here we are!"
exclaimed the rather annoyingly
excited freshman.
Umpire bias and fan violence were
both issues, so Bangladesh's Adeeb
Shams '06 and Nepal's Binayak Jung
Thapa III 'OG, were appointed as
umpires. Wooster's security crew
also agreed to police the game, which
is scheduled for April 4th.
Although the venue is still to be
finalized, it is likely to be played on
whatever is left of the quad after
inclement weather and about 40 fris-bee-wiel- ding
morons decimated it.
.Lynn Cornelius, director of security,'
games, uniforms, and footballs will
be also be paid for, his rookie con-
tract stipulated.
Hawkins' teammates were proud of
the snapper's pro success. "I guess
Dan is buying the next case of
Natty!" Jeremy Cooper '07 dead-panne- d.
Several praised Dan for his com-
petitiveness, on and off the field.
"Dan was always the most driven, he
knew he was eventually gonna be a
star," said Brian Beck '07. "Now his
dream has come true."
Hawkins' parents mentioned that
their son's dream of one day becom-
ing an Arena League quarterback
began early. As a kid, Dan would beg
his father Jerry to take him to indoor
gymnasiums, just to get a taste of
the glory that he saw pro arena lea-
guers living out on cable TV. "He
hated playing on real grass," Jerry
Hawkins said.
When Schmitz recruited him to
play at the College, Hawkins was
even more confident that a pro career
was in tne cams,
Many people don't think it, but
Division III is big time football," the
younger Hawkins' said. "We may not
have scholarships, but we have big
hearts, and as my dad always said, it's
not the size of the dog but the size of
the dog's heart."
The Soul released a press release
shortly after the draft. Hawkins'
appeared on page 8, mistakenly noted
as a "graduate of Kenyon College."
President Hales commented that it
was a high tide for Division III colle-
giate athletics. "We always knew that
our athletes had talent and smarts,
but we never knew that it was this
much talent," Hales said.
"This is a big moment for Division
HI athletics and the College of
Wooster athletics," Hales added.
The Arena Football League has
been a farm team for the NFL as of
late, with former stars such Doug
Flutie moving on to successful NFL
careers.
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expressed her excitement at being
able to supervise player protection
for an event "millions will be watch-
ing across the globe," but realized
that her team had much work to do,
given that more than 74 percent of
her active student staff are from one
of the two countries and would be
participating in on-fie- ld activities.
As a side note, spectators who are
caught rushing the pitch or showing
off inappropriate parts of their bod-
ies will be tied to a tree in the Oak
Grove and given 61 sound lashes.
Upon hearing that .the match was
designated a "no-hol- ds barred con-
test," Shabad Thadani '06, who was
appointed captain of the Indian side
by official Parliament announcement,
tried to sign Chuck Norris and use
his roundhouse kicks on his Pakistani
Murderball
its hand at
opponents, so as to end the game
early and go watch Grey's Anatomy
with a six-pa- ck of Budweiser.
Wheeling and dealing: Dick Brady '08 and Brian Roy '06 demon-
strate the fine art of quad water polo. According to the two, a
Wooster team is in the works. (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
Liz Miller
j Eecutive Managing Editor
Move over quad rugby; there's a new
extreme sport rolling into town. In the
spirit of "Murderball," the United
States will lie seeing the newest wave of
i quad sports: quad water polo.
Inspired by the '2005 Oscar nominee
! film "Murderball" and the fanfare that
j surrounded it, quad athletes are testing
Ixith physical and technological limits
to participate in this new sxrt.
i Essential skills for playing water m1o
j are ball handling, swimming and tread- -
ing water, according to Wikiedia, the
1 definitive source on everything.
Though critics are unsure of the idea of
! Murderball athletes participating in a
I water sort, the players are optimistic,
"Just because I'm strapcd to a metal
wheelchair doesn't mean I can't play
with the big l)oys," said Jack Hansen of
,
Munlo, South Dakota. Hansen has
i played "just alxait every quad sxrt
' ever" and "barely missed" the casting
i call for the 2(X).r quad rugby film.
! An engineer, Hansen is working on
I developing new technology to make the
i
chairs more buoyant. It is his hope that
I these developments will alleviate fears
; that the participants' heavy chairs will
cause them to drown.
The sport was founded by Hansen's
friend and mentor Dave Lyons, a quad
rugby champion who has Ixvn making
waves most recently as a participant in
Paralynipic swimming.
"We're still not sure if we want to use
the chairs, but I'm optimistic at this
xiint," said Lyons. The teams are in
their "training" phase, according to
Lyons and haven't hit the water yet.
When they do so, it will be with a
splash. ESPN is already slated to cover
However, Norris' dual-citizens- hip
application was denied, and the eight
vs. eight battle will go ahead as
planned.
The preparations arp underway.
Pepsi Co., the sponsors of the
national cricket team in India, have
agreed to send two cases of ice cold
Pepsi to Ohio for the game, while
Pakistan officials are trying to
arrange for the students to attend a
practice session with legendary
cricketers In'iran Khan and Javed
Miandad. The game will be covered
by CPI on local television, as well as
ESPN, ESPN2, ESPNU, BBC, CNN,
NBC, FOX, TBS, and Comedy
Central on national television.
team tries
water polo
i J)i
-
0
the entire inaugural season.
ESPN spokesperson Sam Wayment
said the network is pleased with its
plans to air quad water xlo games. "I
think it'll be a great step toward reach
ing out to a very specific community.
Plus, watching people try to swim in
wheelchairs I mean, come on."
This statement, made at a Monday
morning press conference, has received
heavy criticism from the Paralympic
Athletic Association (PAA) and on the
College of Wooster campus from
activists for people with disabilities.
"ESPN's stance is just wrong. I'm
never going to watch SportsCenter
again well, until they debut the naked
anchors" said Mara Wilson '0(5.
The PAA has Ixiycottetl of the net- - j
work and is condemning the efforts of ii
I lansen and Lyons saying they're com-- :i
promising the safety of all athletes. I
Nonetheless teams have Ix-e- n assem-
bled
!
in Murdo and other like nietrox
lises, including Nyack (New York),
H(X)iie (North Carolina), La Crosse
(Wisconsin), Roswell (New Mexico)
and Twin Falls (Idaho).
The criticism hasn't stopx-- d sxn-so- rs
w ho have kept the offers rolling in.
MTV, a sx)iisor of the film
"Murderball," has purchased the Twin
Falls team, tentatively calling them
'The Carson Dailys" in honor of the
once great VI 'Oh Boy! Olx-rt- o Meat
Snacks has expressed interest in both
the BiKMie and Nyack teams but they
"can't quite commit" at the moment.
No matter how the sponsorships pan
out, Hansen thinks this will lx- - the best
thing to hapix-- n to American sports
since basebalL. Also, he said, it is "very
likely" that the league will sign on with
MTV to create "Murderball II," this
time fix-usin- g on quad rugby.
Outsourcing
SportsCenter to
the porn industry
In a surprise move, ESPN chair-
man and CEO announced that the
station's premiere show,
SportsCenter, will now be anchored
by voluptuous pornstars in order to
boost flagging ratings. Guest
anchors will include 'Desperate
Housewives' star Eva Longoria, and
Brazilian supermodel Adriana Lima,
a self-profess- ed virgin.
With the rise of Fox Sports
World and the soccer World Cup
right around the
corner,
SportsCenter hit
it lowest viewer
rating since it's
inception in 1974.
The problem? A shabadthadani
survey in Bristol,
Conn., home of the SportsCenter
studio indicated that the show didn't
focus enough on non-Americ- an
sports. Said one enraged man, who
wished to remain anonymous,
"Baseball? Who gives a about
baseball anymore? It's gone from
who can score the most runs to who
can take the most steroids without
turning into The Incredible Hulk!!
Basketball? Who gives a about
basketball anymore? It's gone from
who can score the most points to
who can keep track of Kobe's shots
per game average!! SportsCenter has
gone to !!!"
Just for the record, the same
expletive was used on all three occa-
sions.
For some veteran viewers such as
myself, ESPN had no choice. They
tried unsuccessfully to use LeBron
James as a marketing tool, but when
he signed his new seven year deal
with Nike (and in the process
became the second-highe- st share- -
holder, next only to Steve Knight,
who owns the damn company), his
appearance fees for every spot '
included a new yacht and a round of
golf with Stevie Wonder to boost
self-confiden-
ce.
Fox Sports brought pn their own ;
show, called 'CenterSport' which not
only featured the "Da-da-d- a, da-da-- da"
jingle from ESPN's show, but
they changed the 'da-da- 's' to "ole's"
to get in theme with the soccer
World Cup!! They also included an
10-min- ute long segment reserved
for cricket news, at the behest of
Indian anchor Sanjay Gupta, who
looks like Appu from the Kwik-- E
Mart, only minus the 'stache.
The results speak for themselves.
Fox now airs at primetime along
with shows like Law and Order and
24, and has 99.37821 percent of
viewers tuned in during that hour.
Including Scott van Pelt and Neil
Everett, who used to host
SportsCenter before being uncere-
moniously dumped.
Being the investigative little
brown spy that I am, I used Vice
funds to travel to the studio, and
found out that the initial plan will
be as follows - the anchors will be
fully clothed at the beginning of the
show, but will lose a layer during
every successive commercial break.
The twist? They dress according to
the weather. If it's 12 degrees out-
side, they'll wear five or six layers,
so you may have to watch till the
end to really find out SportsCenter's
Top-1- 0. But if it's 65 and sunny
though... hooyah!!
A couple of new features associat-
ed with the show will include a
SportsCenter calendar that has a
clothed anchor on every page, and a
corresponding naked picture of the
same anchor on the flipside. This
was done incase young boys bought
the calendars, but had to flip them
I over incase their parents walked in.
ESPN will now air once a day
j instead of its customary 138 times,
and will have disclaimer before the
show starts that writes 'PG-1- 3' in
14 different languages. Also, the
time of the show will now be
changed to 3 a.m. in the hope that
all the kids are already in bed, and
all the single men have gathered
together in obscenely large groups
around a 14" TV.
Personally, I don't really care. It's
not like I used to flip between ESPN
and late-nig-ht HBO to please both
sides of my brain to begin with.
SkilkiJ Thadani has IS 35. is
huiian, will soon haxt a drgnr in Business
Etvnumia and writes tlieJimniest aup this
side of fuige 3. 1 le will be signing auto-gnifi- lis
in lxnvry all of nest week.
